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1. PRELIMINARIES
DEFINITION 1. A topological space X is called a generalized interval
 .  .space, if there exists a mapping G: X = X ª A X , where A X is a
 .family of nonempty connected subsets of X. For any x , x g X = X we1 2
 .  4  4denote G x , x by G x , x and G x , x is called a generalized interval1 2 1 2 1 2
associated with x and x .1 2
DEFINITION 2. Let X be a generalized interval space, Y be a topologi-
cal space, and Z be a completely dense linear ordered space. A subset B
 4of X is called T-convex, if for any x , x g B, we have G x , x ; B.1 2 1 2
 .A mapping f : X ª Z is called T-quasi-concave convex , if for any
  . 4   . 4.z g Z, the set x g X : f x G z x g X : f x F z is T-convex.
 4  4Let D be a subset of X. If for any G x , x , D l G x , x is a closed1 2 1 2
 .  4open set in G x , x , then D is called a generalized interval closed1 2
 .open set.
Remark. From the above definitions, it is easy to see that interval
space, H-space, convex space, contractible space, and topological linear
space all can be considered as special cases of generalized interval space.
Moreover the H-convex set in H-space is T-convex; the convex sets in
 .topological vector space are also T-convex and the quasi-concave convex
 .mapping is T-quasi-concave convex .
We have to point out that the intersection of T-convex sets is T-convex
and each T-convex set can be considered as a generalized interval space.
w xDEFINITION 3 4 . Let X be a topological space, Z be an order
complete and order dense linear ordered space. A mapping f : X ª Z is
 .   . 4 called upper lower semi-continuous, if the set x g X : f x G z x g X :
 . 4.f x F z is a closed set in X for all z g Z.
w xDEFINITION 4 4 . Let X and Y be two topological spaces and
S : Y = X = Y ª R be a function. T : Y ª 2 X is called S-monotone, if for
any y, z g Y, for any u g Ty, and for any ¨ g Tz
S y , u , z y S y , ¨ , z G 0. .  .
w xDEFINITION 5 12 . Let X and Y be two topological spaces. A mapping
G: Y ª 2 X is called transfer closed valued in Y if for any y g Y,
X X . x f G y , then there exists an y g Y such that x f G y in the sequel .
.we denote by A the closure of A .
Remark. It is obvious that if G is closed valued in Y, then G is transfer
closed valued on Y.
 .  4In the sequel we denote F Y [ A ; Y: A is a nonempty finite set .
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2. PARAMETRIC TYPE OF KKM THEOREMS
IN GENERALIZED INTERVAL SPACES
In the sequel we need the following auxiliary lemmas:
w x XLEMMA 2.1 12 . Let X, Y be two topological spaces and G: Y ª 2 be a
multi¨ alued mapping. Then G is transfer closed ¨alued on Y if and only if
 .F G y s F G y . .y g Y y g Y
Proof. If G is transfer closed valued on Y, it is obvious that
 .F G y > F G y . To prove the conclusion we have to prove .y g Y y g Y
 .F G y ; F G y . Suppose the contrary, then there exists x g .y g Y y g Y
 .F G y and x f F G y . Hence there exists y g Y such that .y g Y y g Y
 . Xx f G y . Since G is transfer closed valued on Y, there exists y g Y such
Xthat x f G y . This contradicts x g F G y . .  .y g Y
 .Conversely, if F G y s F G y , then for any y g Y and any .y g Y y g Y
X .  .x f G y , then x f F G y s F G y . Hence there exists y g Y .y g Y y g Y
Xsuch that x f G y . This implies that G is transfer closed valued on Y. .
LEMMA 2.2. Let Y be a generalized inter¨ al space, X be a topological
X y1 .space, and F: Y ª 2 be a mapping. Then for any x g X, Y _ F x is a
T-con¨ex set if and only if for any y , y g Y we ha¨e1 2
 4F y ; F y j F y for all y g G y , y . .  .  .1 2 1 2
Proof. Necessity. Suppose the contrary, there exist y , y g Y and an1 2
 4  .  .  .y g G y , y such that F y o F y j F y . Hence there exists x g0 1 2 0 1 2 0
 .  . y1 .  4F y but x f F y , i s 1, 2, and so y f F x , i s 1, 2, i.e., y , y ;0 0 i i 0 1 2
y1 . y1 .  4 y1 .Y _ F x . Since Y _ F x is T-convex, G y , y ; Y _ F x .0 0 1 2 0
y1 .  .Hence y g Y _ F x , and so x f F y . This contradicts the choice of0 0 0 0
x . Therefore for any y , y g Y, we have0 1 2
 4F y ; F y j F y for all y g G y , y . .  .  .1 2 1 2
 .  .  .Sufficiency. Since for any y , y g Y, we have F y ; F y j F y for1 2 1 2
 4 y1 .all y g G y , y . Hence for any x g X and for any y , y g Y _ F x ,Ã Ã1 2 1 2
 .  .  .  4 y1 .F y ; F y j F y for all y g G y , y . Since y , y f F x , i.e.,Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã1 2 1 2 1 2
 .  .  .  .x f F y and x f F y , and so x f F y j F y . This implies thatÃ Ã Ã Ã1 2 1 2
 .  4  4 y1 .x f F y for all y g G y , y , i.e., for all y g G y , y , y g Y _ F x .Ã Ã Ã1 2 1 2
 4 y1 . y1 .Therefore G y , y ; Y _ F x . This shows that Y _ F x is a T-con-1 2
vex set for all x g X. This completes the proof.
THEOREM 2.3. Let Y be a generalized inter¨ al space, X be a topological
space, Z be a linear ordered space, F, G: Y = Z ª 2 X be two mappings such
that F has nonempty ¨alues and G is transfer closed ¨alued. If the following
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conditions are satisfied:
 .  .  .i for any y, z g Y = Z, F y, z ; G y , z and when z F z , . 1 2
F y , z ; F y , z for all y g Y ; .  .2 1
 .  .ii for any z g Z, there exists z g Z such that F y, z > G y , z for all .Ã Ã
y g Y;
 .  .  .iii for any A g F Y and for any z g Z, F F y, z is connected;y g A
 .   .4iv for any x g X and for any z g Z, the set y g Y: x f F y, z is
T-con¨ex and generalized inter¨ al closed;
 . X X  4v for any z g Z and any y , y g Y, there exist y , y g G y , y , such1 2 1 2 1 2
 X .  .  X .  .that F y , z ; F y , z , F y , z ; F y , z , then1 1 2 2
 .  41 G y , z : y g Y, z g Z has the finite intersection property; .
 .  .2 if there exists y , z g Y = Z such that G y , z is compact, .0 0 0 0
 .then F G y, z / B.y g Y , z g Z
 .  .Proof. Since F has nonempty values, by condition i , for all y, z g Y
 4= Z, G y , z / B. If for any n elements of G y , z : y g Y, z g Z their .  .
intersection is nonempty, next we prove that for any n q 1 elements of
 4G y , z : y g Y, z g Z their intersection is also nonempty, where n G 2. .
 .In fact, if there exist y , z g Y = Z, i s 1, 2, . . . , n q 1, such thati i
nq1F G y , z s B. Since Z is a linear ordered space, without loss of .is1 i i
generality we can assume that z G z G ??? G z G z , letting H s1 2 n nq1
nq1  .F F y , z , then we haveis3 i 1
H l F y , z l H l F y , z ; H l F y , z l F y , z .  .  .  .1 1 2 1 1 1 2 2
nq1
; G y , z s B. .F i i
is1
 .  .This implies that H l F y , z and H l F y , z are separated from1 1 2 1
 .each other. By condition ii and the assumptions of induction, there exists
z g Z such that for any y g YÃ
nq1
H l F y , z s F y , z l F y , z .  .  .F1 i 1 1
is3
nq1
> G y , z l G y , z / B. . .Ã ÃF i
is3
X  .  .Define a mapping L: Y ª 2 by L y [ F y, z , y g Y, then for any1
y1 .   .4  .x g X, Y _ L x s y g Y: x f F y, z . By condition iv for any x g1
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y1 .X, Y _ L x is T-convex. In view of Lemma 2.2 for any y , y g Y and1 2
 4  .  .  .for any y g G y , y we have L y ; L y j L y , i.e.,1 2 1 2
 4F y , z ; F y , z j F y , z for all y g G y , y . .  .  .1 1 1 2 1 1 2
Hence we have
H l F y , z ; H l F y , z j H l F y , z .  .  . .  .1 1 1 2 1
 4for all y g G y , y .1 2
 .  .By condition iii , H l F y, z is connected. In addition, since H l1
 .  .F y , z and H l F y , z are separated from each other, for any1 1 2 1
 4y g G y , y1 2
H l F y , z ; H l F y , z or H l F y , z ; H l F y , z . .  .  .  .1 1 1 1 2 1
  4  .  .4Letting E s y g G y , y : H l F y, z ; H l F y , z , i s 1, 2, byi 1 2 1 i 1
 .  4  4condition v , E / B, i s 1, 2, and G y , y s E j E . Since G y , y isi 1 2 1 2 1 2
nonempty connected, at least one of E l E and E l E is nonempty.1 2 1 2
Without loss of generality we can assume that E l E / B. Taking1 2
 .  .y g E l E , we have H l F y , z ; H l F y , z and there exists a0 1 2 0 1 1 1
 4net y ; E such that y ª y . Hence we havea a g I 2 a 0
H l F y , z ; H l F y , z for all a g I. .  .a 1 2 1
 .On the other hand, in the above we have proved that H l F y , z / B.0 1
 .  .Taking x g H l F y , z , we know that x f H l F y , z . Hence0 0 1 0 2 1
x f H l F y , z for all a g I. .0 a 1
 .  4 y1 .Therefore x f F y , z for all a g I, i.e., y ; Y _ L x . Since0 a 1 a a g I 0
 4  4 y1 .y ; G y , y and Y _ L x is generalized interval closed, y g Ya a g I 1 2 0 0
y1 .  ._ L x , i.e., x f F y , z . This contradicts the choice of x . By this0 0 0 1 0
 4contradiction, we know that G y , z : y g Y, z g Z has the finite inter- .
section property.
 .If, in addition, there exists y , z g Y = Z such that G y , z is .0 0 0 0
compact, then it is easy to prove that l , F G y , z / B. By .y g Y z g Z
 .Lemma 2.1 we have F , F G y, z / B.y g Y z g Z
This completes the proof.
COROLLARY 2.4. Let Y be a generalized inter¨ al space, X be a topological
space, Z be a linear ordered space, and F and G: Y = Z ª 2 X be two
mappings such that F has nonempty ¨alues and G has closed ¨alues. If the
following conditions are satisfied:
 .  .  .  .i for any y, z g Y = Z, F y, z ; G y, z , and when z F z we1 2
ha¨e
F y , z ; F y , z for all y g Y ; .  .2 1
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 .  .  .ii for any z g Z there exists a z g Z such that F y, z > G y, z forÃ Ã
all y g Y;
 .  .  .iii for any A g F Y and for any z g Z, F F y, z is connected;y g A
 .   .4iv for any x g X and for any z g Z, y g Y: x f F y, z is T-con¨ex
and generalized inter¨ al closed;
 . X X  4v for any z g Z and for any y , y g Y there exist y , y g G y , y1 2 1 2 1 2
 X .  .  X .  .such that F y , z ; F y , z , F y , z ; F y , z , then1 1 2 2
 .   . 41 G y, z : y g Y, z g Z has the finite intersection property;
 .  .  .2 in addition, if there exists y , z g Y = Z such that G y , z is0 0 0 0
 .compact, then F , F G y, z / B.y g Y z g Z
Proof. Since G has closed values, G is transfer closed valued on Y = Z.
Hence the conclusion follows from Theorem 2.3 immediately.
3. APPLICATIONS TO MINIMAX PROBLEMS
In this section we shall use the results presented in Section 2 to study
the minimax problems. We have the following results:
THEOREM 3.1. Let Y be a generalized inter¨ al space, X be a topological
Äspace, Z be an order complete and order dense linear ordered space, and f , g :
ÄX = Y ª Z be two functions satisfying the following conditions:
Ä .  .   . 4i for any A g F Y and for any z g Z, F x g X : f x, y ) z isy g A
a connected set;
 .  .  .ii a for any x g X, y ¬ f x, y is T-quasi-con¨ ex and is lower-semi-
continuous on any generalized inter¨ al of Y;
 .  .  .b for any y g Y, x ¬ f x, y and x ¬ g x, y are upper semicon-
tinuous;
 .  .iii there exist z - inf sup f x, y and y g Y and a compact0 y g Y x g X 0
 .subset L ; X such that g x, y - z for all x g X _ L;0 0
 .  .  .  .iv f x, y F g x, y for all x, y g X = Y;
 . X X  4  X.v for any y , y g Y there exist y , y g G y , y such that f x, y F1 2 1 2 1 2 i
 .f x, y , i s 1, 2, and for any x g X.i
 .  . UThen z# [ sup inf g x, y G inf sup f x, y \ z .x g X y g Y y g Y x g X
Ä UProof. By the completeness of Z, we know that z and z# both exist.
Ä U 4Letting Z s z g Z: z - z , then Z is a dense linear ordered space. For
 .  .   . 4  . any y, z g Y = Z, letting F y, z s x g X : f x, y ) z , G y, z s x
 . 4  .   . 4g X : f x, y G z , H y, z s x g X : g x, y G z , it follows from condi-
 . .  .  .  .tion ii b that G y, z and H y, z both are closed for all y, z g Y = Z.
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Next we prove that mappings F and G satisfy all conditions of Corollary
2.4. In fact, by the definition of zU , F: Y = Z ª 2 X is nonempty valued.
Again by the definition of F and G, it is easy to see that they satisfy
 . Ucondition i in Corollary 2.4. In addition, for any z g Z with z - z , by
Ä Ä Uthe denseness of Z, there exists a z g Z such that z - z - z and soÃ Ã
 .  .  .z g Z and F y, z > G y, z for all y g Y. This implies that condition iiÃ Ã
in Corollary 2.4 is satisfied. Again for any x g X and for any z g Z
y g Y : x f F y , z s y g Y : f x , y F z . 4  4 .  .
 . .  .By condition ii a we know that condition iv in Corollary 2.4 is satisfied.
 .  .  .  .By conditions i and v we know that conditions iii and v are satisfied.
 .   . 4By conclusion 1 of Corollary 2.4, G y, z : y g Y, z g Z has the finite
intersection property.
 .  .  .On the other hand, by condition iv , for any y, z g Y = Z, G y, z ;
 .   . 4H y, z . Hence H y, z : y g Y, z g Z is a family of closed sets having
 .the finite intersection property. By condition iii , for any x g X _ L,
 .   . 4  . g x, y - z , i.e., x g x g X : g x, y - z . Hence x f H y , z s x0 0 0 0 0 0
 . 4  .g X : g x, y G z and so H y , z ; L. Since L is compact and0 0 0 0
 .  .H y , z is closed, H y , z is compact. Hence we have0 0 0 0
H y , z s H y , z l H y , z / B. .  .  .F F F F 0 0
ygY zgZ ygY zgZ
 .  .Taking x g F F H y, z , we have g x, y G z for all y g Y andÃ Ãy g Y z g Z
 .for all z g Z. Hence z# s sup inf g x, y G z for all z g Z. Byx g X y g Y
Äthe denseness of Z we have
sup inf g x , y G zU s inf sup f x , y . .  .
ygY ygYxgX xgX
This completes the proof.
COROLLARY 3.2. Let Y be a generalized inter¨ al space, X be a topological
space, and Z be an order complete and order dense linear ordered space. If f :
X = Y ª Z satisfies the following conditions:
 .  .   . 4i for any A g F Y and for any z g Z, F x g X : f x, y ) zy g A
is connected;
 .  .  .ii a for any x g X, y ¬ f x, y is T-quasi-con¨ ex, and is lower
semi-continuous on any generalized inter¨ al of Y;
 .  .b for any y g Y, x ¬ f x, y is upper semi-continuous;
 .  .iii there exist z - inf sup f x, y , y g Y, and a compact0 y g Y x g X 0
 .subset L ; X such that f x, y - z for all x g X _ L;0 0
 . X X  4iv for any y , y g Y there exist y , y g G y , y such that1 2 1 2 1 2
f x , yX F f x , y , i s 1, 2 and for all x g X , .  .i i
 .  .then sup inf f x, y s inf sup f x, y .x g X y g Y y g Y x g X
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Proof. The conclusion of Corollary 3.2 can be obtained from Theorem
3.1 immediately.
 .Remark. The condition ``there exist z - inf sup f x, y , y g0 y g Y x g X 0
 .Y, and a compact subset L ; X such that f x, y - z for all x g X _ L''0 0
 .is equivalent to the condition ``there exist z - inf sup f x, y and0 y g Y x g X
  . 4y g Y such that x g X : f x, y G z is compact.'' Therefore Corollary0 0 0
w x3.2 includes the main results of Cheng and Lin 3 as its special cases and
so it contains the corresponding results of Brezis, Nirenberg, andÂ
w x w x w x w xStampacchia 2 , Komornik 7 , M. A. Geraghty and Lin 9 , Stacho 11 ,Â
w xand Wu 13 as its special cases.
COROLLARY 3.3. Let Y be a compact generalized inter¨ al space, X be a
compact topological space, Z be an order complete and order dense linear
ordered space, and f : X = Y ª Z be a mapping satisfying the following
conditions:
 .  .   . 4i for any A g F Y and for any z g Z, F x g X : f x, y ) zy g A
is connected or empty;
 .  .ii for any x g X, f x, y is T-quasi-con¨ ex and lower semi-continuous
in y;
 .  .iii for any y g Y, x ¬ f x, y is upper semi-continuous;
 . X X  4  X .iv for any y , y g Y there exist y , y g G y , y such that f x, y F1 2 1 2 1 2 1
 .f x, y for all x g X, i s 1, 2.i
 .Then f has a saddle x, y g X = Y.Ã Ã
Proof. By using Corollary 3.2 and Proposition 1.4.6 and Theorem 3.10.4
w xof 4 , we can obtain the conclusion of Corollary 3.3 immediately.
Remark. Corollary 3.3 contains the famous von Neumann theorem in
mathematical economy and game theory.
THEOREM 3.4. Let Y be a generalized inter¨ al space, X be a topological
space, Z be an order complete and order dense linear ordered space, and f and
 .  .  .g : X = Y ª Z be two mappings satisfying f x, y F g x, y for all x, y g
X = Y and the following conditions:
 .  .i for any x g X, y ¬ f x, y is T-quasi-con¨ ex and lower semi-con-
tinuous;
 .  .  .ii for any y g Y, f x, y and g x, y are upper semi-continuous in x;
 .iii there exist a nonempty subset K ; X and a compact subset H ; Y
such that
inf sup f x , y F inf sup f x , y , .  .
ygY ygY_HxgX xgK
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 .and for any finite subset F ; X there exists a compact set K F > K j F,
 .   .  .such that for any A g F Y and for any z g Z, F x g K F : f x, y )y g A
4z is connected;
 . X X  4  X.iv for any y , y g Y there exist y , y g G y , y such that f x, y F1 2 1 2 1 2 i
 .f x, y for all x g X, i s 1, 2.i
 .  .Then sup inf g x, y G inf sup f x, y .x g X y g Y y g Y x g X
 . UProof. Letting z# s sup inf g x, y and z s inf supx g X y g Y y g Y x g X
 . Uf x, y , by the completeness of Z, we know that z# and z both exist. If
z# - zU , again by the density of Z, there exists z g Z such that z# - z -Ã Ã
zU.
 .   . 4  .For any x g X, letting L x s y g Y: f x, y F z , by condition i ,Ã
 .  .  .L x is a closed set in Y. For any x g X, letting M x s L x l
  ..  .F L t , then M x is a closed set.t g K
 .Next, we prove that M x ; H for all x g X.
 .In fact, for any y g Y _ H, by condition iii , we know that0
 . Usup f x, y G z ) z. Therefore there exists a x g K such thatÃx g K 0 0
 .  .  .f x , y ) z, i.e., y f L x and so y f F L t . This impliesÃ0 0 0 0 0 t g K
 .  .that F L t ; H. Hence M x ; H for all x g X.t g K
  . 4Finally, we prove that M x : x g X has the finite intersection prop-
 .erty. In fact, for any finite set F ; X, by condition iii , there exists a
 .  .compact subset K F > K j F such that for any A g F Y and for any
  .  . 4z g Z, F x g K F :: f x, y ) z is connected. From Theorem 3.1 wey g A
have
sup inf g x , y G inf sup f x , y , .  .
ygY ygY .  .xgK F xgK F
and so we have
inf sup f x , y F sup inf g x , y s zU - z . .  . Ã
ygY ygY . xgXxgK F
 .Now we prove that F M x / B. Suppose the contrary,x g K F .
 .   ..F M x s B, then we have Y s D Y _ M x , and so forx g K F . x g K F .
 .  .   ..any y g Y, there exists x y g K F such that y g Y _ M x y , i.e.,
  ..   ..   ..   ..y f M x y s L x y l F L t . Hence y f L x y or y ft g K
 .   ..   . .  .F L t . If y f L x y , then f x y , y ) z; if y f F L t , thenÃt g K t g K
 .  .   ..   . .there exists x y g K ; K F such that y f L x y , i.e., f x y , y ) z.Ã Ã Ã Ã
 .   . .This implies that there exists a mapping x: Y ª K F such that f x y , yÃ Ã
 .) z. Therefore we have sup f x, y ) z for all y g Y. HenceÃ Ãx g K F .
 .  .inf sup f x, y G z. This contradicts inf sup f x, y -Ãy g Y x g K F . y g Y x g K F .
 .  .  .z. Therefore F M x / B. Since F M x > F M x ,Ã x g K F . x g F x g K F .
  . 4M x : x g X has the finite intersection property.
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 .  .However, since H is compact and M x ; H for all x g X, F M xx g X
 .  ./ B. Hence there exists a y g M x for all x g X, and so y g L x for allÃ Ã
 . Ux g X, i.e., f x, y F z for all x g X. Hence z F z. This contradicts theÃ Ã Ã
choice of z. Therefore z# G zU. This completes the proof.Ã
Remark. Theorem 3.4 improves and extends Theorem 2 of Lin and
w xQuan 8 .
COROLLARY 3.5. Let Y be a generalized inter¨ al space, X be a topological
space, Z be an order complete and order dense linear ordered space, and f :
X = Y ª Z be a mapping satisfying the following conditions:
 .  .i for any x g X, f x, y is T-quasi-con¨ ex and lower semi-continuous
in y;
 .  .ii for any y g Y, x ¬ f x, y is upper semi-continuous;
 .iii there exist a nonempty subset K ; X and a compact subset H ; Y
such that
inf sup f x , y F inf sup f x , y , .  .
ygY ygY_HxgX xgK
 .and for any finite set F ; X there exists a compact subset K F > K j F such
 .   .  . 4that for any A g F Y and for any z g Z, F x g K F : f x, y ) z isy g A
connected;
 . X X  4iv for any y , y g Y there exist y , y g G y , y such that1 2 1 2 1 2
f x , yX F f x , y for all x g X , i s 1, 2. .  .i i
 .  .Then sup inf f x, y s inf sup f x, y .x g X y g Y y g Y x g X
Proof. It follows from Theorem 3.4 that
sup inf f x , y G inf sup f x , y . .  .
ygY ygYxgX xgX
 .However, it is obvious that inf sup f x, y G sup infy g Y x g X x g X y g Y
 .f x, y . Hence the conclusion is obtained.
 .Remark. Since the condition ``for any A g F Y and for any z g Z,
  .  . 4F x g K F : f x, y G z is connected'' implies the condition ``fory g A
 .   .  . 4any A g F Y and for any z g Z, F x g K F : f x, y ) z is con-y g A
w xnected,'' therefore Corollary 3.5 contains Corollary 1 of Lin and Quan 8
as its special case.
w xCOROLLARY 3.6 6 . Let X and Y be nonempty con¨ex subsets of
Hausdorff topological ¨ector spaces M and N, respecti¨ ely, and f : X = Y ª R
be a function satisfying the following conditions:
 .  .i for any x g X, y ¬ f x, y is quasi-con¨ ex and lower semi-continu-
ous;
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 .  .ii for any y, x ¬ f x, y is quasi-conca¨ e and upper semi-continuous;
 .iii there exists a nonempty compact con¨ex subset K ; X and a compact
subset H ; Y such that
inf sup f x , y F inf sup f x , y . .  .
ygY ygY_HxgX xgK
 .  .Then inf sup f x, y s sup inf f x, y .y g Y x g X x g X y g Y
 4Proof. For any x , x g X and for any y , y g Y, letting G x , x s1 2 1 2 1 2
 4  4  4co x , x , G y , y s co y , y , under the structures like this, X and Y1 2 1 2 1 2
both are generalized interval space. Furthermore for any finite subset
 .  .F ; X, letting K F s co K j F , then all conditions in Corollary 3.5 are
satisfied. The conclusion follows from Corollary 3.5 immediately.
4. APPLICATIONS TO SECTION PROBLEMS
In this section, we shall use the results presented in Section 2 to study
the section problems. We have the following results.
THEOREM 4.1. Let Y be a generalized inter¨ al space, X be a topological
space, Z be a dense linear ordered space, and B and C be two sets of
X = Y = Z satisfying the following conditions:
 .i B ; C;
 .  .ii for any y, z g Y = Z, the sections
B [ x g X : x , y , z g B / B, 4 . y , z .
and
C [ x g X : x , y , z g C 4 . y , z .
 .are transfer closed ¨alued and there exists y , z g Y = Z such that C0 0  y , z .0 0
is compact;
 .iii if z G z , then B ; B for all y g Y; and for any z g Z2 1  y, z .  y, z .2 1
there exists z g Z such that B > C for all y g Y;Ã  y, z .  y, z .Ã
 .  .iv for any A g F Y and for any z g Z, F B is connected;y g A  y, z .
 .  .   . 4v for any x, z g X = Z, the set Y _ B [ y g Y: x, y, z f B x, z .
is generalized inter¨ al closed and T-con¨ex in Y;
 . X X  4vi for any z g Z and for any y , y g Y there exist y , y g G y , y1 2 1 2 1 2
such that B X ; B , i s 1, 2. y , z .  y , z .i
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 4  .Then there exists an x g X such that x = Y = Z ; C.Ã Ã
 .  .Proof. Letting F y, z s B , G y, z s C , it is easy to see that F y, z .  y, z .
 .and G satisfy all conditions in Theorem 2.3. By conclusion 2 in Theorem
 .2.3, F , F G y, z / B. Hence there exists an x g X such thatÃy g Y z g Z
 .  .  .  .x g G y, z for all y, z g Y = Z, i.e., x, y, z g C for all y, z g Y = Z,Ã Ã
 4  .and so x = Y = Z ; C.Ã
COROLLARY 4.2. Let Y be a generalized inter¨ al space, X be a topological
space, Z be a dense linear ordered space, and B and C be two subsets of
X = Y = Z satisfying the following conditions:
 .i B ; C;
 .  .   .ii for any y, z g Y = Z, the section B [ x g X : x, y, z g y, z .
4   . 4B / B, and C [ x g X : x, y, z g C is closed and there exists y, z .
 .x , y g Y = Z such that C is compact;0 0  y , z .0 0
 .iii if z F z , then B ; B for all y g Y and for any z g Z1 2  y, z .  y, z .2 1
there exists a z g Z such that B > C for all y g Y;Ã  y, z .  y, z .Ã
 .  .iv for any A g F Y and for any z g Z, F B is connected;y g A  y, z .
 .  .   . 4v for any x, z g X = Z, Y _ B [ y g Y: x, y, z f B is x, z .
generalized inter¨ al closed in Y and T-con¨ex;
 . X X  4vi for any z g Z and for any y , y g Y there exist y , y g G y , y1 2 1 2 1 2
such that B X ; B , i s 1, 2. y , z .  y , z .i i
 4  .Then there exists an x g X such that x = Y = Z ; C.Ã Ã
5. APPLICATIONS TO VARIATIONAL
INEQUALITY PROBLEMS
In this section we shall use the results presented in Section 2 to study
the variational inequality problems in generalized interval spaces. For this
purpose, we first give the following lemma.
w x  4LEMMA 5.1 4 . Let X be a topological space, S : X ª R j q` bei
 .  .lower upper semi-continuous, i g I. Then sup S inf S is lowerig I i ig I i
 .upper semi-continuous.
w xLEMMA 5.2 1 . Let X and Y be two topological spaces, and
X  .W: X = Y ª R and G: Y ª 2 be two mappings. Let V y s
 .sup W x, y .x g G y .
 .1 if W is lower semi-continuous on X = Y and G is lower semi-con-
tinuous at y , then V is lower semi-continuous at y ;0 0
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 .2 if W is upper semi-continuous on X = Y and G is upper semi-con-
 .tinuous at y g Y and G y is compact, then V is upper semi-continuous at0 0
y ;0
 .3 if X is compact and W is lower semi-continuous on X = Y, then
 .  .M y s inf W x, y is lower semi-continuous on Y.x g X
THEOREM 5.3. Let Y be a generalized inter¨ al space, X be a topological
space, h: Y ª R be a lower semi-continuous function, S : Y = X = Y ª R
be a function, and T : Y ª 2 X be a upper semi-continuous S-monotone
mapping with compact ¨alues. If the following conditions are satisfied:
 .  .  .  .i y ¬ S y, ¨ , z is lower semi-continuous on Y, ¨ , z ¬ S y, ¨ , z
is upper semi-continuous on X = Y, and for any y g Y, there exists ¨ g Ty
 .such that S y, ¨ , y G 0;
 .  .  .ii S y, ¨ , z q h y is T-quasi-con¨ ex in y on Y;
 .iii there exist y g Y, r - 0, u g Ty and a compact subset L ; Y,0 0 0 0
 .  .  .such that S y , u , z y h z - r y h y for all z g Y _ L;0 0 0 0
 .  .iv for any A g F Y and for r - 0, the set
z g Y : sup S y , ¨ , z q h y y h z ) r .  .  .F  5
¨gTzygA
is connected;
 . X X  4v for any y , y g Y, there exist y , y g G y , y such that1 2 1 2 1 2
sup S y , ¨ , z q h y G sup S yX , ¨ , z q h yX .  .  .  .i i i i
¨gTz ¨gTz
for all z g Y , i s 1, 2;
 .  .  .then there exists z g Y such that inf S y, u, z G h z y h y for allÃ Ã Ãug T y
y g Y.
Proof. Since T is S-monotone, for any y, z g Y and for any u g Ty,
 .  .¨ g Tz, we have S y, u, z G S y, ¨ , z , and so
inf S y , u , z G sup S y , ¨ , z . .  .
ugTy ¨gTz
Letting
g z , y s inf S y , u , z q h y y h z for all y , z g Y , .  .  .  .
ugTy
f z , y s sup S y , ¨ , z q h y y h z for all y , z g Y , .  .  .  .
¨gTz
 .  .  .then f z, y F g z, y for all z, y g Y = Y.
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For any y g Y and for any r - 0, letting
F y , r s z g Y : f z , y ) r , 4 .  .
G y , r s z g Y : f z , y G r , 4 .  .
H y , r s z g Y : g z , y G r , 4 .  .
 .  .  .  .it is easy to see that F y, r ; G y, r ; H y, r and condition i in
Corollary 2.4 is satisfied. For any r - 0, taking r such that r - r - 0 we
 .know that condition ii in Corollary 2.4 is also satisfied. Since T is a upper
semi-continuous mapping with compact values, h is lower semi-continuous,
 .  .  .and by condition i and Lemma 5.2 2 , z ¬ f z, y is upper semi-continu-
 .ous on Y. Hence G y, r is closed for all y g Y and for all r - 0. Next, by
 .  .condition i for any y g Y there exists ¨ g Ty such that S y, ¨ , y G 0,
 .and so sup S y, ¨ , y G 0. Hence for any y g Y and for any r - 0, we¨ g T y
 .have y g F y, r . This implies that F has nonempty values.
 .  .   .By condition iv for any A g F Y , F z g Y: sup S y, ¨ , zy g A ¨ g T z
 .  . 4  .q h y y h z ) r is connected, i.e., F F y, r is connected. Hencey g A
 .condition iii of Corollary 2.4 is also satisfied.
 .  .By condition ii , y ¬ f z, y is T-quasi-convex. Hence for any z g Y
  .4   . 4and for any r - 0, y g Y: z f F y, r s y g Y: f z, y F r is T-con-
 .vex. Since y ¬ S y, ¨ , z is lower semi-continuous and h is lower semi-
  .4continuous, the set y g Y: z f F y, r is closed for all z g Y and for all
 .r - 0. This means that condition iv of Corollary 2.4 is satisfied. By
 .  .condition v we know that condition v in Corollary 2.4 is also satisfied.
 .Hence all conditions in Corollary 2.4 are satisfied. By Corollary 2.4 1 ,
  . 4   .G y, r : y g Y, r - 0 has the finite intersection property, and so H y, r :
4y g Y, r - 0 also has the finite intersection property. Furthermore, by
 .  .condition i , z ¬ S y, ¨ , z is upper semi-continuous, h is lower semi-
 .continuous, and it follows from Lemma 5.1 that g z, y is upper semi-con-
 .tinuous in z. So H y, r is a closed set for all y g Y and for all r - 0. By
 .condition iii , there exist y g Y, r - 0, u g Ty , and a compact subset0 0 0 0
 .  .  .L ; Y such that S y , u , z y h z - r y h y for all z g Y _ L. Hence0 0 0 0
we have
inf S y , u , z q h y y h z - r for all z g Y _ L. .  .  .0 0 0
ugTy0
  . 4  .Therefore Y _ L ; z g Y: g z, y - r , i.e., H y , r ; L. Since L is0 0 0 0
 .  .compact, H y , r is compact. Hence we have F F H y, r / B.0 0 y g Y r - 0
 .Thus there exists z g Y such that z g H y, r for all y g Y and for allÃ Ã
 .r - 0, i.e., g z, y G r for all r - 0 and for all y g Y. By the arbitrarinessÃ
 .of r - 0, we know that g z, y G 0 for all y g Y, i.e.,Ã
inf S y , u , z G h z y h y for all y g Y . .  .  .Ã Ã
ugTy
This completes the proof.
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w xRemark. Theorem 5.3 extends Theorem 2 in Yen 14 to the case of
generalized interval spaces.
THEOREM 5.4. Let Y be a generalized inter¨ al space, X be a topological
space, h: Y ª R be lower semi-continuous, S : Y = X = Y ª R and
T : Y ª 2 X be a upper semi-continuous mapping with compact ¨alues. If
 .  .  .  .  .Xconditions i , ii , iv , v in Theorem 5.3 and the following condition iii
are satisfied:
 .Xiii there exist y g Y, r - 0, and a compact subset L ; Y such that0 0
sup S y , ¨ , z - h z y h y q r for all z g Y _ L, .  .  .0 0 0
¨gTz
then there exists a z g Y such thatÃ
sup S y , ¨ , z G h z y h y for all y g Y . .  .  .Ã Ã
¨gTzÃ
Proof. Letting
f z , y s sup S y , ¨ , z q h y y h z for all z , y g Y , .  .  .  .
¨gTz
F y , r s z g Y : f z , y ) r for all y g Y and for all r - 0, 4 .  .
G y , r s z g Y : f z , y G r for all y g Y and for all r - 0, 4 .  .
by the same methods as in the proof of Theorem 5.3, we can prove that
  . 4G y, r : y g Y, r - 0 is a family of closed sets having the finite intersec-
 .tion property. Furthermore by condition iii there exist y g Y, r - 0,0 0
 .  .and a compact subset L ; Y such that sup S y , ¨ , z - h z y¨ g T z 0
 .h y q r for all z g Y _ L. Hence we have0 0
sup S y , ¨ , z q h y y h z - r for all z g Y _ L. .  .  .0 0 0
¨gTz
  .  .  .This implies that Y _ L ; z g Y: sup S y , ¨ , z q h y y h z -¨ g T z 0 0
4r . Hence we have0
G y , r s z g Y : sup S y , ¨ , z q h y y h z G r ; L. .  .  .  . 50 0 0 0 0
¨gTz
 .  .Since L is compact and G y , r is closed, G y , r is compact. Hence0 0 0 0
 .  .F F G y, r / B, and so there exist a z g G y, r for all y g YÃy g Y r - 0
 .and for all r - 0. Hence we have f z, y G r for all r - 0 and for allÃ
 .y g Y. By the arbitrariness of r - 0, we have f z, y G 0 for all y g Y, i.e.,Ã
sup S y , ¨ , z G h z y h y for all y g Y . .  .  .Ã Ã
¨gTzÃ
This completes the proof.
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w xRemark. Theorem 5.4 improves and extends Theorem 3 of Yen 14 .
If T is a single-valued mapping, then we have the following results.
THEOREM 5.5. Let Y be a generalized inter¨ al space, X be a topological
space, h: Y ª R be a lower semi-continuous function, and S : Y = X = Y ª
 .R, T : Y ª X. If S y, Ty, y G 0 for all y g Y and the following conditions
are satisfied:
 .  .  .  .i S y, Ty, z G S y, Tz, z for all y, z g Y = Y;
 .  .  .ii S y, Ty, z is upper semi-continuous in z; S y, Tz, z is lower
semi-continuous in y and upper semi-continuous in z;
 .  .  .iii S y, Tz, z q h y is T-quasi-con¨ ex in y;
 .iv there exist y g Y, r - 0, and a compact subset L ; Y such that0 0
S y , Ty , z y h z - r y h y for all z g Y _ L; .  .  .0 0 0 0
 .  .   .  .  . 4v for any A g F Y , F z g Y: S y, Tz, z q h y y h z ) ry g A
is connected or empty for all r - 0;
 . X X  4vi for any y , y g Y, there exist y , y g G y , y such that1 2 1 2 1 2
S y , Tz , z q h y G S yX , Tz , z q h yX for all z g Y , i s 1, 2; .  .  .  .i i i i
 .  .  .then there exists a z g Y such that S y, Ty, z G h z y h y for all y g Y.Ã Ã Ã
Proof. The proof is similar to one in Theorem 5.3, so we omit it here.
Similar to the proof of Theorem 5.4, we can prove the following
THEOREM 5.6. Let Y be a generalized inter¨ al space, X be a topological
space, h: Y ª R be a lower semi-continuous function, and S : Y = X = Y ª
 .R and T : Y ª X be two mappings satisfying S y, Ty, y G 0 for all y g Y
and the following conditions:
 .  .i S y, Tz, z is lower semi-continuous in y and upper semi-continuous
in z;
 .  .  .ii S y, Tz, z q h y is T-quasi-con¨ ex in y;
 .iii there exist y g Y, r - 0, and a compact subset L ; Y such that0 0
S y , Tz , z y h z - r y h y for all z g Y _ L; .  .  .0 0 0
 .  .   .iv for any r - 0 and for any A g F Y , F z g Y: S y, Tz, z qy g A
 .  . 4h y y h z ) r is connected;
 . X X  4v for any y y g Y there exist y , y g G y , y such that1 2 1 2 1 2
S y , Tz , z q h y G S yX , Tz , z q h yX for all y g Y , i s 1, 2. .  .  .  .i i i i
Then there exists z g Y such thatÃ
S y , Tz , z G h z y h y for all y g Y . .  . .Ã Ã Ã
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Remark. Ky Fan's famous theorem for implicit variational inequalities
 w x.see 5 is a special case of Theorem 5.6 in which X s Y, h ' 0, and T is
an identity mapping.
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